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SCHOOL DATA  IES ANTONIO MACHADO 
 Address: C/ Blanca de los Ríos nº 87 

 11300 La Línea de la Concepción (Cádiz) 

 Telephone number: 956 670738 
 Email: 11701152.edu@iesantoniomachado.es 

 Google maps link: https://goo.gl/maps/dQR5RVKVjSXWkm3U7 

Contact of the reference person(s) - Email of a member of the management team: 

   11701152.edu@iesantoniomachado.es 
- Email of the teacher coordinating the program:  

  iesantoniomachado.erasmus@gmail.com 

Education level - Vocational Training (from 16 years old to adult) 

Collaboration subjects/modules of 

the Language Assistant 
 

 Technician in Assistance to People in Need of Care: 

 Modules: “Home Support”, “Healthcare”, “Hygiene Assistance” 
and “Telecare”. 

Information about the town and/or 

neighborhood 

La Línea de La Concepción is a small town on the Southern 

coast with beaches on both the East and West sides of the city 
center. The British territory of Gibraltar which offers an English 

selection of restaurants and stores is just to the South of La 
Línea and an easy walk across the border. One can walk from 

one side of La Línea to the other in about 30 minutes. The town 

has mostly Spanish restaurants with a few, limited American, 
Italian and Chinese options as well. There is a sports complex, 

night life, beaches, and beach sports, and the town is decently 
connected to other Spanish cities compared to many places in 

Spain. There is lots of nature nearby, but difficult to reach 

without a car. There are some groups that organize regular 
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trips. It is roughly 1.5-3 hours by car or bus from Cádiz, Malaga, 

Sevilla, Cordoba, Granada and 30 minutes to an hour from 

smaller nearby towns. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XNaf6w8jjGI3W1BUJwi-
pYYarOecxhM3FBEA0pFhHXY/edit?usp=sharing 

https://www.lalinea.es/portal/ 

Getting to school Most auxiliares live in the center of La Línea and can walk to 

their school within 15 minutes. If you live in another city, you 

will likely have a commute of at least 1 hour by bus. 

Accommodation 

 

- Where to live in town? 
 

 
- Possibility of staying with a family? 

 

 
 

 

- Possibility of sharing a flat with 
teachers? 

It is best for auxiliares to live in the center of the La Línea.  

 

Join Facebook groups or search on Idealista for apartments. 
Facebook groups can also be good for finding roommates 

(other auxiliares or Spanish teachers). There are new groups 
every school year. 

 

Facebook group: maestras y profesores en la linea 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/411512809041097 

 

Facebook groups: Spain, Andalucia, or Cadiz Auxiliares 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/spainauxies/?multi_perm

alinks=5379274048758008 
 

There is no organized host family situation. It is possible to rent 

a room from locals who may be a family or single person. 
 

Contact with other Language 
Assistants 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/J7wkzgPintN2Qs7mejSFi 

 

Previous Experiences with Language 
Assistants 

https://erasmus.iesantoniomachado.es/proyecto-bilingue-2 
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